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nanaksar sukhmani sahib pdf 77 nanaksar sukhmani sahib pdf 77 nanaksar sukhmani sahib pdf 77 nanaksar sukhmani sahib pdf 77 the results of the two phases of the research have been tabulated and presented in the form of bar
charts and pie charts. the data of the two phases have been compared and contrasted to each other. sukhmani is a spiritual epic composed in 20 cantos. the first seven cantos explore the theme of the longing of a soul for perfection.

it is in the last three cantos that guru gobind singh ji reveals the path to complete emancipation. the sukhmani covers the most comprehensive exposition of the sikh philosophy as it appears in the guru granth sahib. he said that
within the next fortnight, the state government would extend all facilities for the pilgrims to kartarpur sahib. he, however, added that some activities would be taken up by the centre from the centre. the ld lt governor had come to

attend the ground-breaking ceremony of the sukhmani sahib centre at gurdwara bhaiyat singh at malowal village. the lt governor is a great admirer of sukhmani sahib, having read the entire sukhmani sahib and conducted research
on the theme. the lt governor had also visited gurdwara panja sahib and gurdwara bhai dayal singh and paid floral tributes to the two on the occasion. he had also listened to the reading of the sukhmani sahib on the occasion.

sukhmani means 'health' and that's what it promises, not just a 'bani' but a 'bani' to lead a healthy life. no one can say that he is free from diseases except by keeping a close watch on them. the word 'sukhmani' in our language is
derived from the sanskrit word 'su' which means 'health', 'wellness', 'healthiness' etc. we all know that the actual state of 'health' is the real 'sukhmani'. of course, 'sukhmani' is not'medicine','remedies' or 'drugs'. 'sukhmani' is

something one is born with. everyone is born in a healthy state. in the case of 'sukhmani' it is our mistakes or vices that are the cause of our 'sukhmani' getting lost.
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